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FACTOR AFFECTING ELASTICITY OF SUPPLY:
 Nature of the Commodity: On the basis of nature of commodities can be classified into durable or

perishable goods. Definitely, their response to a change in price also varies. Durable goods has long lifetimes
and can be stored for long periods. Examples are furniture, TV etc. Hence such goods have high elastic
supply as producers can manipulate their supply to earn greater profits. On the other hand, perishable
goods have short lifetimes and cannot be stored. Vegetables, milk etc. are some perishable goods. Such
goods need to be disposed off and hence have an inelastic supply.

 Time Period: As already discussed, in market period supply is inelastic, in short, time period supply is less
elastic whereas in a long time period supply tends to be more elastic.

 Nature of Inputs Used: The elasticity of supply depends on the nature of inputs. Inputs can be divided as
easily available and scarcely available. If the inputs are easily available then the supply is elastic as it can be
changed easily. On the other hand, if the availability of inputs is scarce then the supply tends to be inelastic.

 Natural Factors: The commodities, whose production is dependent on natural factors, as in case of
seasonal crops, have an inelastic supply. On the contrary, goods whose production is independent of natural
factors for example manufactured goods, have an elastic supply.

 Cost of Production: As a firm looks to expand production, it needs to employ more factors of production.
As a result of this, the cost of production rises. This rise varies from one factor to another factor of
production. If the cost of adding more factors of production rises rapidly then the firm refrains from
expanding supply. Conversely, a slow rise in the cost of production with the addition of factors proves to be
a good incentive for change in supply. Thus, the supply is inelastic in former various it tends to be elastic in
the latter.

 The Nature of the Industry: The most important factor affecting price elasticity of supply in the nature
of the industry under consideration. This will indicate the extent to which production can be increased
in response to an increase in the price of the product. If inputs (especially raw materials) can be easily
found existing market prices, as in the textile industry, then output can be greatly increased if price rises
slightly. This means that supply is fairly elastic in the textile industry. On the other hand, if production
capacity is severely limited, as in gold mines, then even a very large increase in price of gold will lead to
a very small increase in production. This means that the supply of gold is fairly inelastic.

 Risk-Taking: The willingness of entrepreneurs to take risks also affects price elasticity of supply. This, in
its turn, depends on the system of incentives and disincentives. If, for example, the marginal rates of tax
are very high, a price rise will not evoke much response among producers.

 Nature Constraints: The nature world also places restrictions upon supply. Rubber trees, for example,
take 15 years to grow. So it is not possible to increase the supply of rubber overnight.

 The Cost of Attracting Resources: If supply is to be increased it is necessary to attract resources from
other industries. This usually involves raising the prices of these resources. As their prices rise, cost of
production also increases. So supply becomes relatively inelastic. If these resources can be obtained
cheaply then supply is likely to be relatively elastic. These considerations become very important at
times of full employment when the only available factors of production are those which can be attached
from other industries and uses.

 Factor Mobility: The ease with which factors of production can be moved from one use to another will
affect price elasticity of supply. The higher the mobility of factor services, the greater will be elasticity.
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MEASUREMENT OF PRICE ELASTICITY OF SUPPLY:
We can measure price elasticity of supply using the following two methods:
 Percentage Method
 Geometric Method

Percentage Method: The percentage method is the most frequently used method to calculate the price
elasticity of supply, as was in the case of demand. This method is also known as the proportionate
method. According to this method, elasticity is measured as the ratio of the percentage change in the quantity
supplied to a percentage change in the price. The formula to calculate the price elasticity of supply using percentage
method is as follows:

Es= Percentage change in quantity supplied/ Percentage change in price
Where,
 Es= The price elasticity of supply,
 Percentage change in quantity supplied= [Change in quantity supplied/ Initial quantity supplied] ×100
 Percentage change in price= [Change in price/Initial price] ×100

The Proportionate Method: The percentage method rightly also known as the proportionate method as the
formulas for both are interchangeable and one can easily derive the other. Considering and putting the following
values in the formula for percentage method:

Es= { [ΔQ/Q)×100] ÷ [(ΔP/P)×100] }
= (ΔQ/ΔP)×(P/Q)

Where
 change in quantity supplied=ΔQ
 initial quantity= Q
 change in price=ΔP
 initial price= P


For example: Suppose, at the price of Rs. 10 per unit, a firm supplies 50 units of a commodity. When the price
rises to Rs. 12 per unit, the firm increases the supply to 70 units.
The price elasticity of supply will be calculated as:
Price elasticity of supply (ES) = Percentage Change in quantity supplied/ Percentage change in Price
Now,
Percentage change in Quantity supplied = Change in Quantity Supplied (∆Q)/ Initial Quantity Supplied (Q) × 100

= (70-50)/50 × 100 = 40%
Percentage change in Price = Change in Price (∆P)/ Initial Price (P) × 100

= (12-10)/10 × 100 = 20%
ES = 40%/20% = 2

Geometric Method: Geometric method is the technique of measuring price elasticity of supply at any given

point on the supply curve. This method is also known as arc method or point method. This method is based on

the viewpoint that elasticity can be calculated at a point on the supply curve. It is also known as the point method

or the arc method. The formula to calculate elasticity using this method is as below:

Es= Intercept of supply curve on the X-axis/ Quantity supplied at that price

 Highly Elastic Supply (Es > 1): A supply curve, which passes through the Y-axis and meets the extended

X-axis at some point, (say, L in Fig. 9.20), then supply is highly elastic. In Fig. 9.20, Elasticity of Supply (Es)

= and LQ/OQ and LQ > OQ.  Since LQ is greater than OQ, the elasticity of supply at point A is greater than
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one (highly elastic). In general, we can say that a straight line supply curve passing through the Y-axis or

having a negative intercept on X-axis is highly elastic (Es >1).



 Unitary Elastic Supply (Es = 1): If the straight line supply curve passes through the origin (see supply

curve SS in Fig. 9.21), then elasticity of supply will be equal to one. In the diagram, Elasticity of Supply

(Es) = OQ/OQ = 1. Hence the supply is unitary elastic.



 Less Elastic Supply (Es < 1): Further, if a supply curve meets the X-axis at some point, say, L in Fig. 9.22,

then supply is inelastic. As seen in the diagram, Es = LQ/OQ and LQ > OQ. So, Es < 1, i.e. supply is less

elastic.


